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New Beginnings 2022 – A Spring Cleanse 

Yoga Retreat 19th – 20th March 2022 

 

Note: all parts of the schedule are optional.  Just inform one of the facilitators if you are opting out of any 

part of the scheduled events.  Suitable for all abilities. 

Note – Due to date change the theme and some details of the itinerary have changed to reflect the spring 

season and opportunities of deep cleanse, rebirth and renewal.   

 

SCHEDULE  

Saturday 19th March 

9.45am – 10.15am arrive Herbal tea and introduction in main house.   

10.30 – 12pm – Yoga – Greeting the day  

Yoga Theme – Literally shaking and shaking into the first days of spring 2022.  Shaking 

is a serious therapy in dealing with cellular held trauma as well as detoxification. This is 

combined with specific breathwork & tapping to move the lymph early in the day.  

Followed by a well-rounded yoga flow class and sinking into an intentional meditation 

to finish.  All meditations can be done from the floor or chair.     

12 – 12.30pm Free to explore the grounds. 

12.45pm – check into room  

1.15pm - 3pm – DINNER – 4 courses.  Take space in the middle of the day to enjoy a 

chef prepared free from meal in luxurious surroundings of Ashleigh Park House.  

Digestion is at its optimum during this time.   

3pm – 4pm Free time to enjoy the beautiful gardens or hang out with a buddy. 

4pm – 5.30pm – Natural Toolkit for ‘Alleviating Stress & Protection in 2022’ 

This is an exploratory workshop.  Siobhan will guide you through yoga therapy 

techniques (movement & breathwork) & demonstrate how they can be used in various 

common daily scenarios including a sequence for anxiety. These can be recorded for 

home practice.  Drawing on her knowledge and expertise as a busy Nutritionist and 

Medical Herbalist Siobhán will discuss foods, supplements and herbs that aggravate or  
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alleviate stress with handout and links provided.  The end result will be a takeaway 

toolkit for coasting a little easier in 2022. 

6.30pm – Light Meal 

8pm – 9.30pm – Sound healing and meditation with Lucia Guerin 

Coming to the truth of where you are.  Exploring the voice through seed syllables and 

learn how they resonate with respective organs to re tune and raise your vitality in a 

novel but fun way.    With glorious sound healing to finish to send you in to a deep 

sleep. 

 

 

Sunday 2nd January 

7am – 8am Morning Breath Workshop & meditation.   

The breath is an expression of the heart and lungs.  Your breath profoundly affects your 

rhythm and daily life.  It is a great gift and can be used to your advantage to improve 

your quality of life instantly.  The moment you commit to simple daily breathing 

exercises is the moment your daily life improves.  The breath can massage internal 

organs, lengthen the spine, deepen a stretch, improve your bowels, bring heat, calm 

thoughts.  In this morning session you are guided through specialized breathing 

techniques for increasing endurance, massaging internal organs (good for sluggish 

digestion) & calming anxiety.   This is an energetic workshop that will leave you feeling 

fully AWAKE.   Siobhan Shinnors has been studying the art of breathwork for more than 

25years.   

8am – 9.30am Breakfast  

11am – 1.30pm Millennium Cross Walk & Herb identification (1hr return at a calm pace).  

Millennium cross walk is “probably one of the best kept secrets in the county.  Not only 

do you get wonderful views over Lough Derg into County Clare but you also can see a 

bronze age hill fort.”   Apart from that it is an unspoiled landscape with a rich variety of 

native herb species.  We will spend some time identifying these plants and noting how 

to use them and their benefits.   
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2.30am – 4pm – Lunch 

4.30 – 5.30pm – Yoga & Closing.  Creative flows gazing out onto the lake listening to 

breath and feeling that yoga ‘alive vibe’ as you synchronize breath movement and 

intention towards a common positive outcome.   

 

 

 

 

What to bring 

Yoga gear including a block for sitting (there will also be chairs), Rain gear and wellies or walking 

boots.  Travel mug can be handy for a tea on the go.  Pen and paper if you prefer writing things 

down and remember better this way.  Handouts will be provided for Natural toolkit workshop.   

Finally, bring with you the spirit of winding down and enjoying the quiet moments.  

 

Safety  

All rooms are single occupancy ensuite with private entrance.  The boat house is a large airy space 

with an outdoor decking area.  Meals are in the big house with large spacious dining area.  

Ashleigh Park house rules around COVID policy will apply.  Please contact Siobhán Shinnors 

directly for any questions or concerns.   
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